Cyber:
Getting to grips with a complex risk
With rapid technological advancements and the influence of the Internet of Things, cyber
vulnerabilities are a very real danger for companies. Awareness is here—but is preparedness?
sigma’s research, presented in our latest report, identifies the challenges companies and
insurers face with cyber risk management.

Cyber risk: Types and impact
A breach can occur in a number of ways:
System malfunction/issue

Data integrity/availability

(malfunctions, malware
infections, system disruptions)

(data deletion, encryption,
or corruption)

Data confidentiality

Malicious activity

(data exposure or theft)

(system misuse, malicious
communication, or cyber fraud/theft)

No matter how they occur, cyber attacks are costly. A 2016 study by the Journal of Cyber
Security reported that the median cost of a data breach was

USD 200,000.
But losses could be much higher depending on the situation. Cyber risks are highly
interdependent within and across companies, which can lead to an accumulation of losses.

With businesses using (and relying on) the IoT, cyber threats pose
real risk to organisations in a number of ways:

Exposure of personal
information

Reputational damage

Physical harm

Who’s at risk?

Any business is vulnerable to cyber risk—and increasingly more companies expect it: 95% of
companies recognize that digital technology is changing the risk landscape.

In a Swiss Re/IBM Oct. 2016 report

40%

of surveyed companies
had been affected by a
cyber incident within the
previous 3 years

60%

of companies
expected cyber
risk to increase

Grappling with cyber risk
Efforts to reshape the field and promote cyber resilience include:
With a clear understanding
of the threats at hand, all
sectors can respond with
solutions that protect cyber
users while staying flexible
to the continuously evolving
nature of the field.

$
Advancements and
investments in security
technology

Capture and analysis
of data and
threat intelligence

Upgrades to
information collection
and dissemination

Cyber insurance: A growing field
It’s not easy to predict cyber attacks using traditional models, since motives run the gamut from the personal to the
political. To combat that uncertainty, insurers are looking to develop less complex and more flexible products.

Covers tailored to small- and
medium- sized businesses

Partnerships with cyber
security firms and data
analytics vendors

Claim underwriting
augmented with Big Data
and smart analytics

Cyber vulnerability is a key corporate concern. There is an
increasing demand to increase cyber resilience, and insurance
is an integral part of the picture.

Is your interest piqued? Learn more in our full report at
institute.swissre.com/sigma/1_2017

